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This is a 10 minutes video from a documentary program titled “Memories in the Womb” broadcasted on 
May 27th, 2005 by the Fuji Television Network, Inc. 
 
In this short program, you will find amazing testimonies from five children sharing their clear memories 
and experiences prior to their birth. 

 
Misaki (4 yrs old) and Takano (3 yrs old) shared their 
memories and experiences in the womb. Misaki 
curled up her body to show her posture in a womb. 
In addition, Misaki not only remembers her time in a 
womb, but she can also recall at a time of her labor 
and birth experience. Her mother had to go through 
a cesarean section at a time of her birth and Misaki 
shared her feelings and experiences on a camera 
like this:  

 
“When I had surgery, I was nervous and my                 
heart was beating very fast.” 

 
 

Issui (9 yr old) has a memory of being a sperm and a              
very detailed description of the early development and his         
growth process accompanied by his drawings which       
confirmed by Professor Hiroyuki Mori of Teikyo University        
that it is a precise description and medically accurate         
information.  

 
Natsumi (10 yrs old) and Yuya (7 yrs old) both shared            

their memory of being in a place as angels with wings and            
describes how “above the clouds” looks like prior to their          
time in a womb.  
 
 
The “Prenatal Memory” includes memories and experiences of labor and birth, time in a womb, time of                 
conception, life-between-life, and past life. 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PRmvWvSMy-g&t=16s&fbclid=IwAR2gD2_LnmCk3bld0zUhME1qBE17cZUSHFP67CXGy_e5fzjZwNb1qSD46xY


 

 

 
  
 

 
Dr. Akira Ikegawa, Ob-GYN doctor and the leading        
researcher of the Prenatal Memory believes that       
understanding the concept of Prenatal Memory will       
dramatically change the relationship between parents and       
children. When mothers find out about the fact that children          
choose their best mothers from all around the world, they          
feel a great connection and love and become positive about          
raising their children. Also, Dr. Ikegawa recommends       
having communication even prior to conception to have a         
natural and strong bond with their unborn babies.  
 
 

Dr. Ikegawa often adds his thoughts like this: 
 

“Whether you believe the existence of the Prenatal Memory or not, that is not relevant. ”  
 
He continues saying that If you can open your mind for the possibility and allows hypothesis suggested by                  
Dr. Ikegawa, we may be able to create a harmonious lifestyle among family, society, and the world as a                   
whole.  
 
Will you share your thoughts and comments after viewing this video? 

For more information and comments, please contact Yuko Igarashi 
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